Narrow-band transitory evoked otoacoustic emissions ͑TEOAE͒ were recorded for nine normal hearing subjects in the presence of a broadband tone complex suppressor. Introducing a spectral notch at the frequency of the narrow-band stimulus causes the suppression effect to decrease, the more so the wider the notch. This decrease in suppression permits an estimate of the size of one critical band. One advantage of this approach is that no active participation of the subjects is required. The estimated critical bandwidth is then compared with independent estimates based on a simultaneous masking experiment, using the same stimuli. The two measures of the critical bandwidth coincide well for those six subjects with spontaneous otoacoustic emissions. However, the bandwidth estimate based on the OAE measurements is too large for the other three subjects without spontaneous emissions. Simulations of the suppression effect with a driven van der Pol oscillator with moderate undamping produce critical bandwidth estimates consistent with those observed in the psychoacoustical experiments. This allows an estimate of the ''effective'' amount of undamping on the basilar membrane that is required to produce the critical bandwidth observable in psychoacoustic experiments.
INTRODUCTION
The recording of otoacoustic emissions allows one to obtain data on the peripheral hearing system without any active participation of the subject. Clinical interest in otoacoustic emissions is typically focused on the determination of hearing thresholds. The spectrum of transitory evoked otoacoustic emissions ͑TEOAE͒ or the distortion product otoacoustic emissions ͑DPOAE, ''DPgram''͒ usually serve as an estimate of the audiogram. However, otoacoustic emissions are mostly measured with stimuli well above the threshold of hearing so that they might relate better to suprathreshold phenomena than to the audiogram. Therefore, otoacoustic emissions might help in determining functional parameters of the inner ear that relate to parameters derived from suprathreshold psychoacoustical tests.
One of the most important parameters of this kind is the critical bandwidth ͑CBW͒. It describes the width of the frequency band within which spectral energy of a masker is integrated ͑Fletcher, 1940; Greenwood, 1961; Zwicker and Feldtkeller, 1967͒ . The size of one critical band also has great importance for experiments that study the interaction of tones within the auditory system. For example, the level of a perceived cubic difference tone decreases for a ratio of the primaries f 2 and f 1 larger than 1.2 ͑Goldstein, 1967; Hall, 1972; Smoorenburg, 1972; Weber and Mellert, 1975͒ . Similarly, the level of combination tones measured as distortion product otoacoustic emissions ͑DPOAE͒ in the ear canal vary with the spectral distance of the primaries f 2 and f 1 ͑Harris et Brown, 1990͒. Brown et al. ͑1993͒ quantitatively compared this ''characteristic of the DPOAE-filters'' with the psychoacoustical critical bandwidth expressed as equivalent rectangular bandwidth ͑ERB͒ for each of a set of subjects. The CBW was determined in a forward masking experiment using noise maskers with differing spectral notchwidth according to Patterson ͑1976͒. Brown et al. concluded that the DPOAEtuning curve may serve as an estimate for the size of one critical band. One problem with these OAE experiments is that the stimuli and procedures to estimate the critical bandwidth differ considerably from those utilized in the psychoacoustical experiment. Since experimental paradigms as well as the assumed shape of the auditory filter significantly influence the estimates of the CBW ͑Kollmeier and Holube, 1992͒, a quantitative comparison between the CBW based on DPOAE and the CBW based on masking experiments seems to be difficult for the experiments described so far.
The experiments presented here therefore use the same stimuli for measurements of the suppression of narrow-band TEOAE and for psychoacoustical CBW measurements. The OAE experiments are based on the observation that TEOAE can be synchronized by additional tones ͑Kemp, 1979; Kemp and Chum, 1980; Wilson, 1980; Wit et al., 1981; Zwicker and Schloth, 1984; Long et al., 1988͒. In the case of TEOAE or synchronized spontaneous otoacoustic emissions ͑SOAE͒, the effect of an additional sinusoid decreases with increasing spectral distance to the suppressed emission component. The variation of this distance allows the recording of characteristic ''tuning curves'' based on the level of the suppressed TEOAE ͑Uppenkamp and Kollmeier, 1994͒. This tuning curve exhibits a bandwidth that approximates one critical band, with Q 3 varying between 3 and 8 for subjects with SOAE and Q 3 varying between 1 and 3 for subjects without SOAE. However, the relation between this effect and the critical bandwidth measured with psychoacoustical methods is not yet completely understood.
In contrast to the experiments described by Uppenkamp and Kollmeier ͑1994͒, a broadband tone complex with a variable spectral notch is used in this study. This tone complex serves as suppressor in the TEOAE recordings and as masker in the notched-noise masking experiments. In both experiments, the width of the notch in the tone complex is varied. In addition, the same tone pulse is used in both experiments. In the TEOAE experiments the tone is used to evoke the otoacoustic emission, whereas in the psychoacoustical masking experiment it serves as the signal that the subject is requested to detect.
I. METHODS

A. Experimental setup for OAE measurements
Otoacoustic emissions are recorded in an IAC403-A sound-insulated chamber. The acoustic stimulation of the ear is carried out with an insert ear phone ͑Etymotic Research ER-2͒, which has a flat frequency response up to 10 kHz. The acoustic signal is recorded in the sealed ear canal with a miniature electret microphone ͑Knowles EA 1843͒. The microphone sensitivity, including a pre-amplifier with a gain of 46 dB, is 1.55 V per Pa at 1000 Hz. The output of the pre-amplifier is connected to a custom-designed amplifier with a gain of 20 dB. The signal is then passed through a butterworth high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 200 Hz to reduce low-frequency noise. The signal is digitized using a 16-bit A/D converter on a signal-processing board ͑Ariel corporation DSP-32C͒ and recorded in two separate memory buffers.
The digital signal processor is used to calculate the rootmean-square of the signal in real time. Noise reduction is carried out by an averaging technique that uses the inverse of the rms value of the response to the signal as a weighting factor. These segments have a duration of 46 ms, yielding a stimulus rate of 21.6 Hz. Segments with high rms values are rejected and segments with little noise receive a high weight. Furthermore, the cross-Fourier-transform of the two buffers is calculated concurrently. The real part of this crossspectrum is summed for all frequencies to serve as an estimate of the level of the otoacoustic emission. The noise level is estimated by the rms of the difference of the two buffers. The time signals and TEOAE spectra are displayed on the host PC throughout the recording session.
B. Subjects
Nine normal hearing subjects, aged from 23 to 34 years, 5 male and 4 female, participated voluntarily in this study. They all exhibit normal hearing, as indicated by ear inspection and routine audiometry. Six subjects show spontaneous otoacoustic emissions ͑SOAE͒. For three subjects the level of the SOAE is more than 14 dB above the noise floor which exhibits a spectral power density of approximately 14Pa/ͱHz ͑i.e., Ϫ3 dB SPL/Hz͒.
C. OAE experiments
The experimental procedure can be subdivided into four steps:
͑1͒ Broadband stimulation of TEOAE to select a prominent spectral component. ͑2͒ Recording of narrow-band-evoked TEOAE at a low stimulus level at the frequency of a prominent spectral component. ͑3͒ Suppression of the narrow-band TEOAE with suppressors of variable notchwidths. ͑4͒ Evaluation of the CBW from changes in the suppression effect.
These four steps are described in detail in the following sections and illustrated by exemplary measurements for a normal hearing subject ͑BG͒. This subject has a spontaneous otoacoustic emission ͑SOAE͒ at 1058 Hz ͑cf. Fig. 1͒ .
Broadband stimulation of TEOAE
In the first step, a broadband TEOAE is recorded in nonlinear averaging mode according to Bray and Kemp ͑1987͒ at a stimulus level of 40 dB SPL peak equivalent. The stimulation utilizes a short chirplet signal with spectral power in the range of 500 Hz to 6000 Hz ͑cf. Neumann et al., 1994͒ . In contrast to click stimuli, chirplet signals allow an optimal stimulation of any frequency range, narrow band as well as broadband. In addition, chirplet signals contain more energy than a click stimulus with the same maximum amplitude. Figure 2 shows the chirplet-evoked TEOAE from subject BG and a sketch of the broadband chirplet stimulus as an insert at the left panel.
Narrow-band stimulation of TEOAE
In the second step, a prominent component is selected from the spectrum of the recorded broadband emission. In some cases this component is a synchronized spontaneous otoacoustic emission. For example, the SOAE at 1058 Hz of subject BG is visible as one major peak in the TEOAE spectrum. This component is selected for the subsequent narrowband stimulation.
The stimulation with a tone pulse is always a compromise between the limited maximal duration of the stimulus and the concentration of the spectral power. An optimal tone pulse with a Gaussian envelope and a constant relative bandwidth of ⌬ f 3 dB ϭ0.17 is employed. These tone pulses are theoretically described by Strube ͑1989͒ and were utilized for OAE recordings by Uppenkamp and Kollmeier ͑1994͒. The time signal of such a tone pulse is given by s͑t ͒ϭe
The duration of this tone pulse varies with the center frequency. For example, a 1000 Hz tone pulse has an amplitude above 1% of the maximum for a duration of 9.7 ms. The recording of the TEOAE is performed in linear averaging mode. The stimulus level is successively reduced until the emission disappears in the background noise. The output level of the acoustic transducer is then set 10 dB above this level. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the narrow-band-evoked emission for subject BG where a stimulus frequency of 1058 Hz and a stimulus level of 18 dB SPL peak equivalent was used.
Suppression of the narrow-band TEOAE
In the third step, the TEOAE is suppressed with a broadband tone complex. This suppressor is designed to cancel out during the averaging procedure in order not to interfere with the recording procedure of the TEOAE. Therefore, a complex of continuous tones is generated at frequencies that are odd harmonics of half the stimulus rate f r /2ϭ10.8 Hz:
Each individual component of the tone complex shows a phase shift of at the beginning of successive averaging frames. In order to obtain a signal with a noise-like waveform within each period, the starting phase n is randomly chosen for all frequency components. If the averaging procedure is based on pairs of successive frames, the suppressor is canceled out in the resulting signal. The weighted averaging for noise reduction is also based on the rms value of pairs of successive frames. Thus, the suppressor has no influence on the weighted averaging and the noise reduction thus achieved. Due to the logarithmic place-frequency transformation in the cochlea the tone complex described so far would concentrate most energy in the basal part of the basilar membrane. In order to provide a uniform excitation by the suppressor, only an incomplete harmonic series is employed where the spacing of the harmonics is varied according to the bark scale ͑Zwicker and Terhardt, 1980͒. With this distribution of the harmonics, approximately the same power falls within each critical band. The tone complexes utilized in the experiments exhibit a spacing of 0.1 Bark ͑10 components per critical band͒. The complexes extend across a minimum spectral range of two octaves centered around the probe tone frequency. A spectral notch with variable bandwidth is placed at the frequency of the tone pulse. In order to keep the total power of the suppressor constant for different values of the notch, the spectral extent of the suppressor is varied. The same number of frequency components that is omitted in the region of the notch is added symmetrically both at the upper and lower spectral boundary of the original tone complex to keep the signal power constant. The width of the spectral notch was varied in the experiments from 0 Hz to 400 Hz in 10 steps of increasing size. An example of the power spectrum of such a notched tone complex is given in Fig. 4 . To obtain a strong suppression effect, the level of the suppressor is set higher than the level of the tone pulse. Figure 5 shows the narrow-band TEOAE in the presence of a suppressor without notch for subject BG. As in Fig. 3 , the stimulus frequency is 1058 Hz and the stimulus level is 18 dB SPL peak equivalent. The level of the suppressor was set to 44 dB SPL in this case.
Bandwidth determination from otoacoustic emissions (CBW OAE )
In the fourth and last step, the influence of the notchwidth on the suppressed TEOAE is used to evaluate the critical bandwidth ͑CBW OAE ). The parameter observed is the energy of the TEOAE which is calculated within an octave FIG. 3 . Narrow-band-evoked TEOAE from subject BG at low stimulus level ͑same data representation as in Fig. 2͒ . The insert at the left panel shows the tone pulse stimulus employed. The carrier frequency of the tone pulse is 1058 Hz. The SOAE clearly contributes to the transitory evoked otoacoustic emission in this case.
FIG. 4.
Power spectrum of a tone complex with an incomplete harmonic series ͑10 components per critical band in two octaves͒ that is used as suppressor signal. A spectral notch of 300 Hz is placed at 1000 Hz. The omitted frequency components are added at the spectral boundaries. The harmonics of the resulting tone complex extend from 380 Hz to 2180 Hz.
band centered at the tone pulse frequency. The TEOAE level decreases in the presence of a suppressor without a spectral notch, but recovers with increasing notchwidth. The CBW OAE is estimated from this data in a manner similar to that well-known from psychoacoustics. For this purpose the suppression effect is calculated as the difference between the level of the unsuppressed TEOAE and the level of the TEOAE in the respective suppressed condition. Figure 6 shows the decrease of the suppression effect with growing notchwidth for subject BG ͑rhombi͒. The filter describing the influence of the notched suppressor on the narrow-bandevoked TEOAE is assumed to be a symmetrical rounded exponential filter roex ( f , f m ,a) centered at the frequency f m ͑cf. Glasberg and Moore, 1990͒. The prediction of the suppression effect is based on the assumption that the suppression effect SE is proportional to the energy of the suppressor in the auditory filter:
Here, S sup ( f ) is the spectrum of the employed tone complex suppressor and the roex-filter is defined as
͑4͒
The roex-filter can be described by a single parameter a. This parameter a can be determined by fitting the roex-filterbased suppression prediction to the experimental data. For this purpose, a modified least-squares fit using a Lorentz error distribution is used which is more tolerant towards extremely deviating values than the standard least-squares fit. In the following, the CBW OAE is characterized by the value of 4a. This is the bandwidth of a rectangular filter with the same total power ͑ERB͒. For the concept of the equivalent rectangular bandwidth cf. Moore ͑1993͒ and Kollmeier and Holube ͑1992͒. The solid line in Fig. 6 shows the roex-filterbased suppression prediction for subject BG. An optimal fit is achieved for aϭ62.5, which corresponds to a CBW OAE of 4aϭ250 Hz.
D. Psychoacoustical experiments
In order to quantitatively compare the individual CBW OAE with the psychoacoustical critical bandwidth ͑CBW PSY ), simultaneous masking experiments were performed that resemble the ''classical'' notched-noise experiments ͑Patterson, 1976͒. The acoustic stimuli are the same as those used in the TEOAE experiments. The stimuli are transformed to analog signals by a 16-bit D/A converter at a sampling rate of 22050 Hz. They were low-pass-filtered, adjusted in level and monaurally presented to the subjects via a headphone ͑Sennheiser HDA200͒ in a soundproof booth. The timing, stimulus presentation and the recording of the responses was computer-controlled by a Sun workstation. The subject's task is to detect the probe tone in one out of three intervals in each trial ͑3-IFC paradigm͒. Subject responses were given via a computer keyboard.
The same harmonic tone complex that was used as suppressor in the OAE experiments serves as masker, and the same tone pulse stimulus serves as probe tone in these experiments. The masker is set to a level of 30 dB above subjective threshold ͑this threshold was determined in a pilot experiment by three normal hearing subjects using the method of adjustment͒. As in the OAE experiments, the spectral notch is centered at the frequency of the tone pulse. In contrast to the OAE experiments, the tone pulse is placed 60 ms after the start of the masker to avoid an overshoot effect ͑Zwicker, 1965͒. The level of the probe tone is changed in an one-up-two-down paradigm. The initial step size of 8 dB was reduced by a factor of 2 after each upper reversal during the initial phase of the track, with a minimal step size of 1 dB. The average level for the last six reversals in each adaptive track was used as threshold estimate. The threshold estimation is made three times for each of ten different notchwidths. FIG. 5 . Narrow-band-evoked TEOAE from subject BG in the presence of a suppressor tone complex with a spectral range of two octaves without spectral notch ͑same data representation as in Figs. 2 and 3͒ . Note that the suppressor itself is not visible in the averaged time signal. In comparison with Fig. 3 the level of the emission is reduced.
FIG. 6. Suppression effect of different tone complexes on the narrow-band TEOAE for subject BG. The suppression effect is expressed as the decrease of the OAE level due to the suppressor within an octave band centered around the stimulus frequency. Abscissa: width of the spectral notch in the tone complex. Ordinate: magnitude of the suppression effect in relation to the maximal observed suppression, normalized to 0 dB. The suppression effect decreases with increasing notchwidth. The solid line shows the prediction of the suppression effect based on a roex-filter with parameter aϭ62.5. This value of a corresponds to a CBW OAE of 4 aϭ250 Hz. Figure 7 shows the masking effect of the tone complex on the detection of the test tone for subject BG. The masked threshold plotted on the ordinate is normalized to the condition with the highest masking effect ͑ϭ0 dB͒. As expected, the masked threshold strongly depends on the width of the notch in the suppressor. The determination of the CBW PSY is based on this dependence. The data from Fig. 7 are used as input data to a roex-filter-based masking prediction. As described in the previous section, the prediction of the CBW PSY is based on a Lorentz-fit to the experimental data. The parameter of the roex filter ͑aϭ54.5͒ corresponds to a CBW PSY of 4aϭ218 Hz in Fig. 7 . The quality of the roexfilter-based fit is a useful value for determining how appropriate the model assumptions are in predicting the measured data. For this purpose, the nonlinear deviation measure B nl was employed ͑Schach and Schäfer, 1978; Press et al., 1992͒ . It is defined for N measured data points y i with mean ȳ and the respective predicted values ŷ i :
E. Bandwidth determination from psychoacoustical experiments (CBW PSY )
In the case of a perfect fit B nl ϭ1. B nl is zero if the mean ȳ is used as prediction ŷ i for all data points. If the prediction of the measured data is worse, B nl can be negative. The prediction of the masking effects displayed in Fig. 7 exhibits a value of B nl ϭ0.997. Thus, the model assumptions based on the roex-filter seems to provide a good description of the data. Figure 8 gives the results of both experiments for all subjects. In contrast to Figs. 6 and 7, the ''raw'' data are shown in this figure to allow an estimate of the interindividual differences. The three left panels show the levels of the TEOAE in presence of the different tone complexes as a function of the width of the spectral notch in the suppressor tone complex. The three right panels show the corresponding psychoacoustic results, that is, the masked threshold of the test tone relative p.e. to the masker fixed at a sensation level of 30 dB. The subjects are divided into three groups: subjects without SOAE ͑upper panels͒, subjects with moderate SOAE ͑middle panels͒ and subjects with strong SOAE ͑one or more SOAE components more than 14 dB above the noise floor, lower panel͒.
II. RESULTS
In the three left panels, the suppression effect decreases with increasing notchwidth for all subjects. The effect is stronger for subjects with strong or moderate SOAE than for subjects without SOAE ͑upper left panel͒. Furthermore, the decrease of the suppression effect is not monotonic. Some subjects show a local minimum of the suppression effect below 200 Hz. The three panels on the right show the individual masking effects in the psychoacoustical experiment. As expected from the literature on notched-noise masking experiments, all subjects exhibit a decrease of the masked threshold with increasing notchwidth. For eight out of the nine subjects, the interquartile ranges are smaller than 3 dB in most conditions. One subject with strong SOAE had large interquartile ranges ͑subject TB, lower right panel͒. This subject reported difficulties in detecting the probe tone in a reliable way. The level of the SOAE at 1553 Hz is 13.6 dB SPL for this subject. This is in the range of the masked threshold, because the masker level employed in the psychoacoustical experiments is 30 dB SL. The difficulties in detecting the probe tone might thus originate from an interaction of the SOAE with the perceived probe tone.
As described in the previous section, estimates of the CBW OAE and CBW PSY are derived from the data displayed in Fig. 8 . Table I lists these values for all subjects. The prediction of the suppression and masking effects displayed in Fig. 8 exhibits values of B nl in the range between 0.96 and 1. Thus, the theoretical curves based on a roex-filter shape yield an accurate description of both sets of data. Table I also lists the relative critical bandwidth ͑CBW PSY / f or CBW OAE / f ͒. These values are plotted as a scatter diagram in Fig. 9 . For all subjects the CBW PSY / f corresponds well with the value of 0.2 that is reported in the literature ͑cf. Glasberg and Moore, 1990͒. However, the CBW OAE / f varies substantially across subjects: While six subjects with SOAE ͑BG, AP, HG, HH, AS, and TB͒ also show a CBW OAE / f value close to 0.2, the three subjects without SOAE ͑SU, TW, and ML͒ exhibit a substantially larger CBW OAE / f of 0.4 to 0.5.
III. SIMULATIONS WITH A DRIVEN VAN DER POL OSCILLATOR
The generation of otoacoustic emissions can be modeled with simulations of basilar membrane mechanics including active mechanisms ͑Davis, 1983; Koshigoe and Tubis, 1983; Duifhuis et al., 1986; Zwicker, 1986; Talmadge et al., 1990; van den Raadt and Duifhuis, 1990; Neely and Stover, 1993; Kanis and de Boer, 1993͒ . These models, however, have many free parameters and predict the detailed generation of OAE by a variety of different mechanisms. Under the sim- FIG. 7 . Decrease in masked threshold of a 1058 Hz tone pulse presented 60 ms after the onset of a notched tone complex with varying notchwidth, subject BG, right ear. The masking effect is normalized to the condition with the maximum effect ͑ϭ0 dB͒, i.e., suppressor without spectral notch. The masking effect decreases with increasing notchwidth. The solid line represents the roex-filter-based fit of the data which is optimal for aϭ54.5, corresponding to a CBW PSY of 4aϭ218 Hz. TABLE I. Values of the critical bandwidth in Hz determined from OAE-measurements ͑CBW OAE ) and from psychoacoustic experiments ͑CBW PSY ) for all subjects. For comparison, the relative bandwidth is also given ͑CBW PSY / f and CBW OAE / f ). The goodness of fit is expressed by the nonlinear correlation coefficient B nl that ranges between Ϫ1 and 1 ͑for perfect fit͒. The fifth and sixth column give the sound pressure levels of the stimuli applied in the OAE experiment L Puls : level of evoking tone pulse, L Sup : level of suppressor tone complex͒. The seventh column (⌬L OAE ) gives the maximum suppression effect in dB. The masker in the psychoacoustical task was set to a sensation level of 30 dB for all subjects. plifying assumption that the generation of otoacoustic emissions is a local oscillation process on the basilar membrane, including some ''negative damping,'' a single van der Pol oscillator may be used to model the main physical principle of OAE generation.
A. The van der Pol oscillator as a model for OAE
The van der Pol oscillator equation is the simplest example of a nonlinear self-sustained oscillator. If x͑t͒ denotes the time-dependent elongation of the oscillator which is driven by an external force E͑t͒, the van der Pol equation can be written as,
In Eq. ͑6͒, the parameter d 1 denotes a constant undamping term and represents the ''active'' properties of the oscillator. The parameter d 2 determines the nonlinear damping which becomes dominant for large elongations. The parameter 0 is the characteristic circular frequency of the oscillator without damping. Depending on the choice of the parameters d 1 , d 2 and the force E͑t͒, the oscillator may produce a stationary sinusoidal oscillation, or even behave like a chaotic strange attractor ͑Parlitz and Lauterborn, 1987͒. The single van der Pol oscillator has been shown to be a suitable model for some properties of spontaneous otoacoustic emissions, including suppression tuning curves and entrainment to external tones ͑e.g., van Dijk and Wit, 1990a; Long et al., 1988 , and several time constants determining the relaxation dynamics ͑Talmadge et al Murphy et al., 1995͒ . A detailed analyis of amplitude and frequency fluctuations of spontaneous emissions illustrates that a linear stiffness oscillator, as given in Eq. ͑6͒, cannot account completely for the experimental findings ͑van Dijk and Wit, 1990b͒ . Nevertheless, it has been shown ͑Talmadge and Tubis, 1993͒ that a cochlear model with distributed damping of the van der Pol type can account for even more complex properties of evoked and spontaneous otoacoustic emissions, such as the approximate 0.4 Bark frequency periodicity.
As shown before ͑Uppenkamp and Kollmeier, 1994͒, the single van der Pol oscillator can be utilized to model some experimental findings in the interaction of narrow-band transitory evoked otoacoustic emissions with additional continuous tones as well. In those simulations, the external force E͑t͒ consisted of the evoking stimulus tone pulse and one continuous sinusoid that served as suppressor and canceled out in successive averaging frames. The power of the simulated emission showed a decline if the frequency of the additional tone was near the circular frequency of the oscillator 0 . Hence, the synchronization of the emission with the original stimulus is reduced and the ''response'' of the system to the original stimulus is attenuated.
In analogy to the experiments in Sec. II, simulations of narrow-band-evoked otoacoustic emissions in presence of tone complexes have now been perfomed using the simple model of a single driven van der Pol oscillator.
B. Numerical results
Since the single van der Pol oscillator does not include the function of the middle ear and the wave propagation along the cochlear partition, the time function x͑t͒ of the driven oscillator has to be interpreted in terms of movement of the basilar membrane at a certain place, characterized by its best frequency. This signal is segmented into sections of 46 ms ͑the stimulus repetition rate͒. The signal following each tone pulse stimulus is interpreted as evoked otoacoustic emission. Thus, the time delay between the generation of the OAE and the signal at the recording microphone is neglected. The temporal development of the system was computed using a numerical integration procedure ͑fourth order Runge-Kutta, cf. Press et al., 1992͒ . Figure 10 gives an example of a simulated narrow-band TEOAE with and without the suppressor tone complex. During the temporal extent of the stimulus the time signal is set to zero. The simulated otoacoustic emission is calculated for 17 different values of FIG. 9 . Comparison of CBW OAE and CBW PSY . Subjects with SOAE ͑BG, HG, TB, AP, HH, AS͒ exhibit similar values of CBW PSY / f and CBW OAE / f , whereas subjects without SOAE ͑SU, ML, TW͒ exhibit a CBW OAE / f that is twice as high as the CBW PSY / f . FIG. 10 . Averaged output of a van der Pol oscillator with w 0 /2ϭ1000 Hz, evoked by a 1000 Hz tone pulse. The value of the damping term d 2 was set to 10 000 and the undamping term d 1 was set to 100. The external force includes a tone pulse with an amplitude of 6.33 0 2 and a noise term with an amplitude of 0.32 0 2 . Upper curve: simulated ''emission'' on an arbitrary scale. Lower curve: simulated suppressed ''emission.'' The time signal is set to zero during the evoking tone pulse.
the undamping parameter d 1 ranging from Ϫ800 to 800 and for 31 different notchwidths of the suppressor tone complex. As shown in Fig. 11 , the reduction of the level of the simulated emission depends on the width of the spectral notch in the suppressor tone complex and on the value of d 1 . The dynamic range of the suppression effect is least for large negative values of the undamping parameter d 1 . For positive values of d 1 , a minimum of the ''emission level'' can be observed for notchwidths in the suppressor tone complex ranging between 50 Hz and 150 Hz. This might correspond to the local minima found in the OAE-data for subjects with a strong SOAE ͑cf. lower left panel of Fig. 8͒ . Similar to the method described in Sec. II, the level of the suppressed emissions can serve as input for a roex-filterbased prediction. The estimates of the simulated critical bandwidth ͑CBW SIM ) is based on the predictions shown as solid lines in Fig. 11 . Figure 12 gives the resulting values of CBW SIM as a function of d 1 /d 2 , i.e., the ratio of the undamping parameter d 1 and the nonlinear damping parameter d 2 . Apparently, CBW SIM decreases for positive values of d 1 ͑un-damping͒, whereas the CBW SIM is larger for negative values ͑damping͒. In this aspect, the van der Pol oscillator behaves as expected from a linear resonator. The local maxima of the CBW SIM near a value of d 1 ϭ 0 is due to the local minimum of the emission level for small notchwidth ͑see above͒. This causes a reduced slope of the roex-filter-based fit ͑solid lines 
IV. DISCUSSION
The major results of this study can be summarized as follows: ͑1͒ The level of narrow-band TEOAE is reduced in the presence of a suppressor tone complex. ͑2͒ The decline of this suppression effect with increasing notchwidth in the suppressor allows one to estimate the width of one critical band. A similar bandwidth can be obtained from simulations of the suppression effect using a single driven van der Pol oscillator. ͑3͒ The values of CBW PSY and CBW OAE differ significantly for subjects without SOAE.
With respect to the first point it should be noted that the reduction of the TEOAE level in the presence of a suppressor can be explained as a synchronization effect ͑Neumann et al., 1997͒. The suppressor tone complex exhibits a phase difference of in successive segments and the time segments are averaged in pairs of two. Thus, the suppressor and the synchronized portion of the otoacoustic emission completely cancels in the averaged signal. The strength of this synchronization effect strongly depends on the spectral distance between the suppressed components of the emission and the components of the suppressor. In most cases, the maximum suppression effect is achieved for a tone complex without spectral notch ͑left panels in Fig. 8͒ . In some cases, however, an additional local minimum of the suppression effect occurs for a notchwidth between 40 Hz and 300 Hz ͑e.g., subjects ML, AS, TB, and BG͒. Subjects with SOAE exhibit a strong suppression effect of 14 to 23 dB. The suppression effect levels off for notchwidths greater than about 300 Hz. Subjects without spontaneous otoacoustic emissions, on the other hand, exhibit only a small reduction of the emission level of 8 to 10 dB. Although the upper bandwidth limit for the suppression effect is less pronounced for these subjects, the general dependence of the suppression effect on the notchwidth of the suppressor is comparable.
With respect to the second point it should be noted that the decline of the suppression effect with increasing notchwidth shows the same general shape as the decline of the masked threshold in the psychoacoustical experiments. Both experiments use the same acoustical stimuli and depend on the interaction of energy in a localized region on the basilar membrane. Both experiments are compatible with the concept of auditory filters. It can be assumed that the spectral range within which an additional tone can suppress an otoacoustic emission is related to the range within which masking energy is integrated across frequency. The lower cluster in Fig. 9 shows that values of CBW OAE and CBW PSY coincide well for subjects with SOAE. Both estimates of the critical bandwidth also agree with the value of CBW PSY / f Ϸ0.2 given in the literature ͑Glasberg and Moore, 1990; Zwicker, 1982͒ . However, within this cluster, the variations of CBW OAE and CBW PSY seem to be independent. In addition, the lack of a coincidence for subjects without SOAE also shows that no strict relation can be found between CBW OAE and CBW PSY ͑see below͒.
The simulation of the suppression effect with a driven van der Pol oscillator can repeat most findings of the OAE experiments. With an appropriate choice of the amount of undamping, the results of the suppression experiments can be simulated for subjects with and without SOAE. This finding is not surprising in view of the previous work by Long et al. ͑1988, 1991͒, and Uppenkamp and Kollmeier ͑1994͒, who showed that the van der Pol equation with an appropriate undamping yields a frequency-dependent suppression effect which resembles the well-known critical bandwidth effect. However, these authors did not derive critical bandwidth estimates in the same way as performed here ͑that is motivated by psychoacoustical bandwidth estimation procedures͒. The suppression effect simulated here has the same order of magnitude as that in the OAE experiments and depends on the size of the spectral notch in the suppressor tone complex ͑cf. Fig. 11͒ . This figure also shows that the total range of the suppression effect is large for positive values of the undamping parameter d 1 , and limited for large negative values of d 1 . This corresponds with the observation that the suppression effect is greater for subjects with SOAE whereas subjects without SOAE exhibit shallow slopes ͑left panels of Fig. 8͒ . A local minimum similar to the minimum of the suppression effect in subjects without SOAE can be observed in the simulations for positive undamping ͑cf. upper traces of Fig. 11͒ . The size of the critical bands in the simulations ͑cf. Fig. 12͒ is in the same range as found in the actual OAE experiments. The rate of undamping is the most important parameter for the value of CBW SIM . The bandwidth estimate is large for positive damping (d 1 Ͻ0) and decreases in the case of positive undamping (d 1 Ͼ0). The value that corresponds to the critical bandwidth of a normal hearing subject ͑CBW SIM / f Ϸ0.2) can be observed for d 1 /d 2 Ϸ0.02. Thus, the results from the simulations of a cochlear amplifier with moderate undamping ͑i.e., amplification gain just above one͒ are in good agreement with the data from normal hearing subjects. It may even be argued that this agreement at small positive values provides an estimate of the ''effective'' mechanical undamping at the basilar membrane level that is required for a normal function of the auditory system.
With respect to the third point it should be noted that the CBW OAE is larger for subjects without SOAE than for subjects with SOAE ͑cf. Fig. 9͒ . This result is visible in the shallow slopes of the suppression effect in the upper left panel of Fig. 8 . The CBW OAE does not coincide with the CBW PSY , since the CBW PSY is approximately the same for all subjects. For those subjects that do not exhibit a SOAE close to the test frequency, the obtained CBW OAE value overestimates the actual CBW PSY value. There are several possible explanations of the divergence of CBW OAE and CBW PSY values. In the first place, the level of narrow-band TEOAE is comparably low in the absence of SOAE. As a consequence, the maximal achievable suppression effect is limited and the spread of the data might be too large to derive a valid estimate of the critical bandwidth. Nevertheless, this can not explain the observed systematic divergence between CBW OAE and CBW PSY.
The observation of greater interindividual variability in the OAE data ͑left panels of Fig. 8͒ that cannot be found in the masked threshold data ͑right panels of Fig. 8͒ supports the conjecture that both methods test a different subset of the properties of the auditory system. The psychoacoustical detection task might involve effects like ''off-frequency listen-ing'' or central processes that do not primarily reflect cochlear mechanisms and cannot be tested with otoacoustic emissions. These effects might cause a psychoacoustical critical bandwidth that is smaller than expected from OAE experiments. On the other hand, the recording of otoacoustic emissions involves properties of the auditory system that do not directly contribute to sound perception. For example, the propagation of the emission from the place of its origin to the apex, in the middle ear, and into the recording system might suppress and substantially alter the signal. Thus, the OAE as they are generated in the inner ear might not be entirely represented by the signal recorded in the ear canal. These processes might also influence the apparent arbitrariness of the occurrence of SOAE. Apart from involving a different subset of the properties of the auditory system, the frequency range that contributes to either CBW OAE or CBW PSY might differ in principle. The psychoacoustical task is based on the global excitation pattern on the cochlea whereas the analysis of the suppression effect evaluates the level of a single frequency component and does not account for level changes at other frequencies. Possibly, this difference is less pronounced in the presence of a spontaneous otoacoustic emission. It is known that a ''leading'' SOAE oscillation is able to synchronize nearby oscillators ͑van Hengel and Maat, 1993͒. As a consequence, the SOAE oscillation might concentrate most OAE energy at a single frequency whereas multiple oscillators are involved in the generation of TEOAE. This might explain why the values of CBW OAE and CBW PSY are in agreement for subjects with SOAE only.
V. CONCLUSION
The present OAE experiments as well as the masked threshold experiments depend on the interaction of energy in a localized region on the basilar membrane. The prediction of the size of a critical band from an OAE experiment succeeds for those subjects with spontaneous otoacoustic emissions ͑six out of the nine tested͒. For the remaining subjects without spontaneous emissions, the critical bandwidths from the OAE experiment were larger than in the psychoacoustical experiment. The OAE experiment could be modeled with a single driven van der Pol oscillator that produced critical bandwidth estimates consistent with those observed in the psychoacoustical experiment if a moderate undamping was chosen. Therefore, the ''effective'' amount of undamping at the basilar membrane level can be estimated which is required to provide the critical bandwidth observed in psychoacoustic experiments.
